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Objective
Discuss how different big-data analytics, techniques, and tools
including open source platforms, cloud analytics, social media,
crowdsourcing, and geospatial visualization can be used to quickly
achieve situational awareness within seconds of a MCI, for use by
pre-hospital responders, healthcare workers, and policy makers.

health (CDC/Vermont), and c) the mass gathering and population
monitoring (NPS).
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Introduction
A variety of big data analytics, techniques and tools including
social media analytics, open source visualizations, statistical anomaly
detection, use of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), and
geospatial mapping, are used for infectious disease biosurveillance.
Using these methodologies, policy makers and practitioners detect
and monitor outbreaks across the world near real time, in multiple
languages, 24/7. The non-infectious disease community, namely
critical care, injury, and trauma stakeholders, currently lack this level
of sophistication. To respond to most MCIs like a terrorist bombing,
validated, real-time information is typically available via closed
radio channels and limited to a specific set of emergency responders.
Health care workers, policy makers, and citizens reach for news,
radio, and Internet sources to characterize casualties and hazards, and
increasingly social media. During the Boston Marathon bombing,
witnesses began posting tweets seconds after the bombing and 15
seconds before CNN reported the incident. Current trauma data sets
are unhelpful for real time response, including trauma registries that
are used for hospital performance after an incident, and disaster
databases consist of secondary reporting used for academic research
purposes.
Description
The purpose of this panel is to discuss how different analytic tools
can be used to achieve more rapid and insightful situational awareness
during a MCI. It will discuss how innovative analytics that are used
in biosurveillance such as outbreak detection and monitoring,, could
potentially be applied to MCIs. The panel will share case studies of
their respective agency’s challenges in gathering information during a
MCI, and highlight some potential ways that data and analytics could
be used to improve situational awareness about casualty volume,
injuries and trauma, secondary hazards, and population movement
during the first moments of a MCI. The panel is seeking to solicit
feedback about which data, tools, and methods might be most
applicable to the syndromic surveillance community in creating a
MCI analytics tool.
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Audience Engagement
Moderator will begin by polling audience on a) their work with
MCIs, b) use of analytics in their daily tasks, c) what challenges
they have faced dealing with “information blackouts” in MCIs.
Each panelist will discuss a brief example from their agency or
organization in dealing with a MCI from different points of view: a)
medical operations (ASPR, DoD, DHS), b) epidemiology and public
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